INTRODUCTION
Let P = (pi, p2, •••, pN), 0 = Pi = 1, YaPi = 1 be the probability distribution ;= l associated with a finite system of events E = (El5 E2,..., EN) representing the realization of some experiment. The different events E,-depend upon the experimenter's goal or upon some qualitative characteristic of the physical system taken into consideration, that is, they have different weights, or utilities. In order to distinguish the events EUE2,...,EN with respect to a given qualitative characteristic of the physical system taken into account, ascribe to each event Et a non-negative number «,-(s^O) directly proportional to its importance and call u; the utility of the event E;. Then the weighted entropy [l] of the experiment E is defined as ( 
1.1) I(P;U)= -_TulPllogPl
Now let us suppose that the experimenter asserts that the probability of the ith N N outcome Et is qh whereas the true probability is ph with _P qt = _T Pi = 1. Thus, we have two utility information schemes: of the same set of N events before the experiment.
In both the schemes (1.2) and (1.3) the utility distribution is the same because we assume that the utility u, of an outcome E t is independent of its probability of occurrence p t , or predicted probability q t ; «, is only a "utility" or value of the outcome E, for an observer relative to some specified goal (refer to [5] ).
The quantitative-qualitative measure of relative information [8, 9] , that the scheme (1.2) provides about the scheme (1.3), is
. /(/ , |e;Cl) = £«, Pi iog(p I ./ fli ).
f=il
The measure (1.4), in some sense, can be taken as a measure of the extent to which the forecasts q lt q 2 q N differ from the corresponding realizations p., p 2 p N in a goal oriented experiment E = (E lt E 2 E N ). When the utilities are ignored, that is, M, = 1 for each i, the measure (1.4) reduces to the Kullback's measure of relative information [4] . Consider I(P; U) +I(P\Q;U)=-Z u iPi log p, + £ u iPi log (pjq t ) = i=i i=i N = ~ I "(Pi log q t ; i=i and let it be denoted by I(P; Q; 17). Thus (1.5) I(P;Q;U)= -£ H.p, log <.,.
(=i
When the utilities are ignored, then (1.5) reduces to Kerridge's inaccuracy [3] . Therefore (1.5) can be viewed as a measure of the inaccuracy associated with the statement of an experimenter made in context with a goal oriented experiment. We can consider (1.5) as a quantitative-qualitative measure of inaccuracy associated with the statement of an experimenter. When p, = q t , for each i, then (1.5) reduces to (1.1), the weighted entropy [1] .
In the next section, we derive afresh the measure (1.5) under a set of intuitively reasonable assumptions. All these A: to A4 are just modifications of Kerridge's inaccuracy assumptions and A5 is the monotonicity law expressed by the utilities.
In the following theorem we characterize the measure of inaccuracy associated with this system. The proof is on the same lines as in the characterization of Kerridge's inaccuracy [3] . Theorem 1. The only function satisfying the axioms A, to A5 is
where K is an arbitrary positive number and the logarithm base is any number greater then one.
Proof. It is not difficult to verify that the function (2.1) satisfy axioms At to A5. Now we prove that any function satisfying these axioms must be of the form (2.1).
Consider Consider the case when all the q,'s are rational. They can be then expressed in the form q; = n,/JV, where n:s are integers and N = Y_jr;. In particular case when all events have zero utilities with regard to the goal pursued we get a total quantitative-qualitative measure of inaccuracy l(P; Q; U) = 0, even if Kerridge's inaccuracy is not zero.
The quantitative-qualitative measure of inaccuracy is also zero if, pt = qt = 1 for one value and consequently zero for all other i, whatever the utilities ut 2: 0, (/ = 1,2, ...,N) may be.
There is an infinite value of I[P; Q; U) if qv = 0, Pi 4= 0, w; + 0 for any /.
PROPERTIES OF THE QUANTITATIVE-QUALITATIVE MEASURE OF INACCURACY
Following are some of the important properties satisfied by the measure l(P; Q; U):
(1) The measure I(P; Q; U) is non-negative, i.e. I(P; Q; U) ^ 0.
(2) The measure I(P; Q; U) is a symmetric function of its arguments, that is, I(P; Q; U) remains unchanged if the elements of P, Q and U are arranged in the same way so that one to one correspondence among them is not changed.
(3) The measure l(P; Q; U) is a continuous function of its arguments.
(4) The measure I(P; Q; U) satisfies the generalized weighted additivity; i.e.
I(P*P'; Q*Q'; U*U')= V'I(P;Q;U) + U I(P'; Q'; U'),
where The properties (1) to (5) can be verified very easily, however, to prove the property (6), we give the following theorem: where X is an arbitrary constant called the Lagrange's constant. Now Equating 5F/3A = 0, we get Next, we verify whether (3.6) is a point of maxima or minima for I(P; Q; U). The border matrix for the system under consideration is where the bar means the mean value with respect to the probability distribution P = (Pl,p2,...,pN).
P*P' =(PIPI,~;PIPM',---;PNP'I,--,PNP'M),
Since u log u is a convex U function, therefore, u log u S: u log u, and thus, minimum of I'P; Q; U) g I(P; U), the weighted entropy of the experiment E = = (EUE2,...,EN).
QUANTITATIVE-QUALITATIVE MEASURE OF INACCURACY AND CODING THEORY
Consider an information source with output symbols E = (Eu E2, ..., EN), and let Q = (qit q2,..., qN) and P = (Pl, Pz,.-., PN) be respectively the asserted and the realized probability distributions for the source alphabet. Let here each letter E; be characterized by an additional parameter u; and thus the cost cf of transmitting Ef through the noiseless channel is proportional to the product u.n,, where ni is the length of the codeword associated with E;. The experimenter constructs code (in fact, personal probability code) keeping in view to minimize the average transmission cost, or equivalently the weighted mean length, (refer to [2] The distributions (4.5) and (4.6) represent respectively the auxiliary predicted and actual probability distributions over the source alphabet E = (£,, E 2 ,..., E N ).
We have the following theorem: 
i=i ;=i i=l
Proof. Equation (4.7) immediately follows from the Kerridge's inequality [3] , JV N JV -Z P'i lo g l'i = Z P'i"i < ~ Z P't log «i + 1.
;=i i=i i=i where {pj}f=1 and {<?-}f=1, as defined by (4.6) and (4.5) respectively, are the auxiliary actual and predicted probability distributions over the source alphabet E = = (EUE2,...,EN).
•
Particular cases:
(I) When P = Q, (4.7) reduces to I'P; U) -u log,u + /7 log u ( _ . /(P; U) -u log H + il log u u log D (7 log D N where /(P; U) = -Z M ;P' '°g P. ' s t l ie weighted entropy [l] , and the bar means ;=i the mean value with respect to the probability distribution P = (p., p2, ..., pA).
These were the bounds obtained by Longo [6] . (Received June 4, 1985.) 
